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Associate Professor Pınar Büyükbalcı shares ideas 
on "how to teach international entrepreneurship"

T&E SIG: 'Tell us a little about the content of the course you teach on International
Entrepreneurship. What textbook and other course materials do you use? What topics gain
importance?'

Dr. Pınar Büyükbalcı: 'I teach two courses, International Business and Entrepreneurship, at the
graduate and undergraduate levels. Both include "International Entrepreneurship" as one of the main
topics. For years, I have been using various resources while deciding on the course content and
preparing my teaching material. For both courses, I strongly benefit from business magazines (The
Economist, Fortune, Forbes, Harvard Business Review, etc.), newspapers (Financial Times, Wall Street
Journal, New York Times, etc.), as well as company newsletters, periodic reports of NGOs, and
international organizations (WEF, OECD, UNCTAD, etc.).

Although I do not strictly stick to textbooks, there are valuable course materials that guide me while
deciding on the flow. For instance, in my IB course, I benefit greatly from the insightful and user-
friendly textbook by Cavusgil, Knight, and Riesenberger. Also, from time to time, I check for updates in
the “Table of Contents” of new editions of several books to keep track of hot topics.

Recently, “digitalization” and “the impact of digital technologies” tremendously gained importance –
not a big surprise. Especially, how digital tech enables international expansion of new ventures, and
how they lead to the design of new and disruptive business models are among hot topics to discuss to
highlight the essence of international entrepreneurship. Also, the collaboration between start-ups and
MNEs presents interesting and important cases to discuss. '

'

Over the last ten years, she has also
been involved in several national and
international projects on case study
writing and teaching. She is a member
of Case Study Alliance Turkey (led by
Middle East Technical University) and
also a member of the Endeavor
Turkey Case Campus Program. She is
a Fulbright Scholar, a British Academy
Scholar, and a member of AIB.
Recently, she has been a visiting
scholar at Georgia State University,
Robinson College of Business. Also,
she is an amateur photographer with a
particular interest in street
photography. 

Pınar Büyükbalcı is an associate
professor of management at Yildiz
Technical University, Istanbul. Her
research spans entrepreneurship
(international entrepreneurship and
entrepreneurial ecosystems),
innovation strategies, and interfirm
collaborations. She is an active member
of the entrepreneurial ecosystem in
Turkey, acting as a consultant to
entrepreneurship programs of science
parks in Istanbul and running active
affiliations with several NGOs and
business associations to support
ongoing entrepreneurship projects. 

Associate Professor Pınar Büyükbalcı
Yildiz Technical University, Istanbul - Turkey



T&E SIG: ‘What strategies / tools / techniques / digital technologies have proven most effective in
increasing student learning of the subject “International Entrepreneurship” in your classroom?'

Dr. Pınar Büyükbalcı: 'I employ various course materials, techniques, and approaches. I strongly
believe in the power of interaction and self-learning. After I provide the basics of topics, I encourage
my students to engage with the field. Class grading basis on team projects and discussion papers they
submit at the end of the term.
 
In addition, I expect my students to develop a case study on an internationally operating new venture.
I guide them during the term and ask them to submit interim reports for me to give them feedback
and improve their learning process. I always use case studies in my courses but asking them to
develop one on their own encourages them to engage with the field. They conduct interviews with
entrepreneurs and their ecosystem partners, collect secondary data, and create a case study
highlighting certain dilemmas. They learn a lot while doing that and, more importantly, they enjoy it!

Also, there are several podcasts and YouTube channels I ask students to follow. At the end of the
term, I ask them to submit a discussion paper on the episodes they are most interested in –
highlighting their takeaways and the controversies they spotted. 
 
Finally, I encourage my students to relate what they learn to different contexts as an alternative to
traditional teaching techniques. For instance, I encourage them to follow Istanbul Biennial, Istanbul
Contemporary Art Festival, or Movie Festival. They then present what they observe concerning
globalization, workforce dynamics, sustainability, digital tech practices – basically anything that might
be related to a business model and an opportunity for a new venture. In other words, I expect them
to connect what they observe in different contexts to what we discuss in the classroom.  
 
And, of course, having guest speakers and making field visits to companies together are also very
useful and very much fun!'



T&E SIG: ‘How similar or different are students after COVID-19? What changes have you observed,
and how have you dealt with them in your classroom? '

Dr. Pınar Büyükbalcı: 'Not just the students, the whole world is different! I think we all are much
more open-minded and more welcoming to different ideas and experiences to make the best of our
interactions with other people. Accordingly, students seem to be more prone to learn how to go
beyond both personal boundaries by learning how to think out of the box and geographical
boundaries by learning from the experiences of international entrepreneurs. They are much more
willing to learn about the essence of entrepreneurship in an international context.'  

T&E SIG: 'What advice do you have for other faculty who wish to identify more effective ways to
stimulate engagement and comprehension in their classroom?'

Dr. Pınar Büyükbalcı: 'Do not hesitate to employ unorthodox methods. Students enjoy them! When
they follow a different path, they pay more attention to course topics and feel more interested in
what they do. Also, making them feel you value their knowledge and opinions is essential. I always tell
my students how open and excited I am to learn from them. When they feel that sincere willingness
and excitement, they compete with each other to bring the best examples to class discussions and
share their opinions in the classroom. I must admit, yes, I coordinate my classes, but when my
students own them, then it is really meaningful and enjoyable!'

T&E SIG: ‘Thank you for sharing your insights!'



Chair: Daria Panina, Texas A&M University,
USA
Vice Chair, Communications: Aušrinė
Šilenskytė, University of Vaasa, Finland
(2020-2022)
Vice Chair, Membership: Marleen
Dieleman, National University of Singapore,
Singapore
Vice Chair, Resources: Miguel Ignacio
Cordova, Pontificia Universidad Catolica
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Academy of International Business Teaching &
Education Shared Interest Group (AIB T&E SIG)
is celebrating its first leadership transition and
therefore would like to reflect on its past
achievements and set some directions for the
future. 

The AIB T&E SIG was started three years ago as
the initiative of a very diverse and enthusiastic
team of global educators.

Founding leadership team 2019-2022:

SIG\s coordinators: Yuxue Luo; Ilke Kardes;
Elizabeth Yi Wang; Marina Schmitz; Mary
Leung; Karla María Nava Aguirre, Alka Maurya.

Chair: Aušrinė Šilenskytė, University of Vaasa,
Finland
Vice Chair, Teaching Innovations: Marleen
Dieleman, National University of Singapore,
Singapore
Vice Chair, Resources: Miguel Ignacio Cordova,
Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru, Peru
Vice Chair, AIB Chapter Events: Cyntia Vilasboas
Calixto, University of Leeds, UK
Co-Vice Chair, Main Conference Events: Karen
Lynden, University of North Carolina Wilmington,
USA
Co-Vice Chair, Main Conference Events: Daria
Panina, Texas A&M University, USA
Vice Chair, Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI):
Marina Schmitz, IEDC-Bled School of
Management, Bled, Slovenia
Vice-Chair Communications: Ilke Kardes,
Valdosta State University, USA
Vice Chair, Digital Communication for Asia Pacific,
South Asia, Oceania, and MENA regions: Matevž
(Matt) Rašković
Vice Chair, Digital Communication for Americas,
Europe, Africa regions: Amanda Budde-Sung,
United States Air Force Academy, USA

Celebrating wonderful achievements, AIB T&E SIG is
only starting its way forward. We are glad that our
team has substantially expanded, and we are starting
the new SIG’s period with a very diverse and
dedicated team of IB educators:

Leadership team in 2022-2025:

Our team of coordinators: Elizabeth Yi Wang; J. Betty
Feng; Karla María Nava Aguirre; Mary Leung; Yuxue
(Yolanda) Luong, Alka Maurya.

Review AIB Teaching & Education SIG’s activities 2019-2022
& New leadership and new plans
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Over the first few years, AIB T&E SIG has established several far-reaching projects and created grounds
for interaction with the AIB chapters and other units. The AIB T&E SIG has designed and implemented
several formats of the conference events, such as Pre-Conference Professional Development
Workshops (meant to develop pedagogical skills in international business (IB) and share the knowledge)
and Teaching Cafes (meant to initiate discussion among the diverse educators and share best practices
in an informal environment). AIB T&E SIG has also taken the leadership of the Teaching and Education
track in the annual AIB main conference since the last two meetings; also encouraged the Teaching and
Education track and event development in the AIB chapter conferences.

Several teaching resource projects, such as IB-mini cases and Video capsules, have been conceptualized
and received several contributions from educators located in different parts of the World. Coordinator
Ilke Kardes has led the Digital Platform Database project comprising various free online resources that
IB educators could use to enhance their teaching. 

The Inaugural Teaching Innovation Award was launched in 2021, setting the pathway for IB educators’
innovations to be recognized and gain an impact globally. 

Coordinator and project manager Elizabeth Yi Wang has led a series of the impactful co-education
initiative, MIIB, that allowed IB educators to enhance their teaching practices, make their classrooms
more international, and present the most recent research to students. Coordinator Marina Schmitz has
created strong collaboration ties between the T&E and Sustainability SIGs. 

The Newsletter and blog with Insights on IB education have been launched, featuring tips on IB
education from diverse contributors. These outlets aimed at providing practical, hands-on tools and tips
that could be applied in the IB classroom. Additionally, they deliver mentoring-type advice provided by
passionate educators and cherish various collaborations and achievements of AIB T&E SIG and their
associates. Several special issues have been created as well. For example, coordinator Yuxue Luo
explored the success recipes behind the award-winning Ph.D. dissertations, sharing best practices in
doctoral education. 

A number of webinars have been conducted in collaboration with the fantastic partner – Georgia State
University CIBER. The webinars attracted a broad audience globally and contributed to the exchange of
the most needed knowledge at the time, such as teaching online, education on sustainability, team-
based learning, and developing various educational programs.

Review AIB Teaching & Education SIG’s activities 2019-2022 
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What do we hope to achieve over the next term?

AIB T&E SIG activities will be very much aligned with the goals presented by the President Maria Tereza
Fleury. In the T&E SIG, we look forward to strengthening our collaboration with the AIB chapters, other
AIB units, and the AIB community residing in all the regions of the world. 

More specifically, for the AIB T&E SIG’s context, we are looking forward to supporting the adoption of
teaching and education focused events in all the AIB chapters and continuing their development in the
main AIB annual meetings. The SIG also intends to support the development of teaching and learning
oriented conference tracks in the AIB chapters. Through education, IB scholars make one of the most
significant impacts; therefore, upskilling and sharing best practices are central to maintaining the vitality
of the AIB community. 

Earlier, AIB T&E SIG collaborated with the Sustainability SIG in some events. Likewise, we aim to expand
the initiatives with Research Methods, Emerging Markets, and WAIB SIGs. The MIIB project will continue
to develop the events and establish new cross-university collaborations. 

DEI team together with the entire SIG will be seeking to promote inclusion within the SIG (by enhancing
the process of member integration) and outside the SIG – by uplifting DEI-related topics in the discussions
among the AIB educators. 

The resource team will focus on institutionalizing the three main resource-related projects: the mini
cases, video capsules, and the digital platform database. The goal is to bring these resources to the next
level, strengthening their scope and receiving even more diverse contributions by engaging IB educators
from different geographical regions, and creating resources in diverse languages.

The significantly expanded communication team will focus on serving and delivering the content across
the time zones, bringing to the AIB community even more interesting and tailored webinars, newsletters,
and insights. The social media platforms that SIG has recently launched (LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter) will
help engage with the AIB educators residing in any geographical region. 

The teaching innovations are uplifted to be among the core stream of the SIG’s activities. Already on the
way are a special issue featuring AIB educators’ innovations, webinars, and the next call for the Teaching
Innovation award, in which educators are invited to present their innovations and compete for the award.

The collaboration with GSU CIBER is shifting to the next level. AIB in partnership with GSU CIBER and
several other strategic partners will be launching the first round of the global doctoral academy – the
venue for receiving world-class IB scholarly training and network.

Last but not least, AIB T&E SIG will be working on creating multiple opportunities to support AIB
educators in popularizing their teaching practices, innovations, and pedagogical insights through various
publishing opportunities. 

We hope that the AIB community will benefit from this work and join the SIG in co-creating all these
projects. 

 New leadership and new plans: AIB T&E SIG 2022-2025
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February 1: Letters of Intent due 
March 1: Shortlisted candidates invited to submit the complete portfolio 
May 1: Complete portfolio deadline 
July 5-9: Award ceremony during the AIB 2023 Conference 

Held every two years and organized by AIB’s Teaching & Education Shared Interest Group, the AIB
Teaching Innovation Award celebrates the important role academics play as inspiring educators in
the field of international business. 

The award is given to dedicated educators who developed innovative teaching tools, new course
designs, teaching methods, or practices that positively impact international business students,
academic peers, or other relevant stakeholders. 

All academics who play a role as educators may compete for the award individually or as a team, as
long as they are all members of the AIB. 

Timeline:

Please submit your proposal at https://form.jotform.com/aibworld/2023-teaching-innovation-
award 

More information is available at: https://tesig.aib.world/aib-teaching-innovation-award/

T&ESIG's Award for Teaching Innovation
 

2023 Submissions Now Open!

Image by jcomp on Freepik
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By Filip De Beule, KU Leuven (Belgium), Andreja Jaklič, College of Ljubljana,
Slovenia, and Nukhet Vardar, El Izi Communications Consultancy, UK
 
Today we are witnessing the use of multimedia in all aspects of business
life – whether it be presenting a new offer, introducing a new
product/service, assembling new equipment, running an orientation
program for new employees, convincing a customer, or providing after-
sales services. The use of multimedia has also been largely extended
over to business education, mainly because of its power in delivery.
Similarly, video has become an increasingly popular communication
component in international business and today’s global society.
Furthermore, we see more and more educational institutions and
universities incorporating the use of multimedia into their curriculum.
Here, we would like to introduce a new video case collection produced
specifically for IB, with ready-made links to different concepts and
theoretical frameworks that need to be covered in any IB course.

Read the full insight online at https://tesig.aib.world/an-example-of-
experiential-learning-through-multimedia-cases-in-ib-teaching/ 

Insight: An example of experiential learning through
multimedia cases in IB teaching

Insight: Teaching social sustainability in IB

By Marina A. Schmitz, IEDC-Bled School of Management in Bled (Slovenia),
Miguel Cordova, Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú (PUCP), Soo Min
Toh, University of Toronto (Canada), and Shashi Kant, University of Toronto
(Canada)

The teaching of social sustainability has not had as much attention as the
environmental and economic aspects of sustainability. The utilization of
the circular economy (CE) concept, which comprises all aspects of
sustainability, might be able to fill this gap. To address the social aspects of
sustainability in CE, the following issues were discussed during a panel
session “Teaching about the social aspects of sustainability: Key issues and
methods on circularity, equity, diversity and inclusion in business
education” at AIB 2022: Philosophical aspects of humanity, life, and
businesses, Bridging the ecological and social concepts, traceability for
activities and stakeholders.

Read the full insight online at https://tesig.aib.world/teaching-social-
sustainability-in-ib/ 



Fostering Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in IB Education is one of the main goals of AIB T&E SIG. In
the 2022-2023 academic year, the diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) initiatives and activities of
T&E SIG are led by Marina Schmitz from IEDC-Bled School of Management, Slovenia as DEI Vice
Chair, and J. Betty Feng from SUNY-Farmingdale State College, U.S., as the DEI Coordinator.
 
As a newly established SIG function, the focus of the DEI team is to lead initiatives to enhance the
outreach and engagement of internal and external AIB stakeholders. Internally, T&E SIG aims to
increase connection and collaboration with other AIB SIGs and DEI relevant tracks, increase T&E SIG
member engagement and participation, and establish functional communication channels and
welcome packages for SIG team members.
 
Externally, T&E SIG plans to understand further DEI issues and challenges facing AIB stakeholders.
The DEI initiatives include identifying disadvantaged groups of AIB educators, providing teaching
support, mapping teaching approaches and expertise, and engaging with stakeholders interested in
SIG’s activities through chapter conferences, LinkedIn, or webinars.
 
Overall, T&E SIG aims to draw more attention to DEI issues among AIB members and the community
and to identify DEI issues relating to IB education. 

We would like to hear comments and feedback from the AIB community to achieve our goal of
increasing the inclusion of members from all backgrounds. Welcome to contact us and share:
Marina.Schmitz@iedc.si and Fengj@farmingdale.edu

Fostering Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in IB Education 
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Miguel Cordova, Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú (PUCP), cordova.miguel@pucp.edu.pe 
Karen Lynden, University of North Carolina Wilmington, k_lynden@uncg.edu 

Now is a great time to start thinking about what you would like to submit within the teaching and education
track (track 7) at AIB 2023!

Please consider submitting your panel sessions, interactive papers, and competitive papers by the
submission deadline: January 10, 2023, at www.aib.world/events/2023/contribute/submission-guide/ 
 
Track Co-Chairs:

The main objectives of this track are facilitating the development and sharing of best teaching practices,
providing a forum for teaching-related knowledge sharing, and promoting research on teaching and
education that showcases the importance of IB courses in business school curricula. This track addresses IB
teaching at every level: undergraduate, graduate, MBA, and executive and covers all aspects of teaching IB,
including student engagement, motivation, learning outcomes, and classroom diversity. Specifically, it
focuses on the use of different tools and pedagogies such as experiential learning, cases, simulations, role-
play, and various forms of multimedia to enhance IB teaching. To this end, this track invites submissions of
scholarly papers, interactive session proposals, and panels that stimulate teaching innovation and promote
best practices in IB teaching.

Following the general theme of the AIB 2023 Annual Meeting, International Business Resilience under
Global Disruptions, we are especially welcoming teaching and learning-centered contributions related to
how international businesses can navigate and thrive within turbulent contexts. 

Overall, there are three areas that the track would like to encourage. First, teaching practices, curriculum,
programming, and pedagogical tools that support students’ learning process, emphasizing the development
of materials, methodologies, and examples. Second, the development of faculty skills that support digital
education, internationalization of the curriculum, cross-cultural learning environments, and
multidisciplinary approaches. Third, presentations centered on sharing experiences with the development
of resilient higher education programming in response to global disruptions.
 
Keywords: Experiential learning; Developing an IB curriculum; Internationalizing the business school;
Internationalizing the curriculum; Multidisciplinary teaching; Cross-cultural classrooms; Critical
perspectives; Case teaching; Executive education; Role of international experience; Simulations and role-
playing; Blended learning; Hybrid teaching; Multimedia in IB teaching; IB teaching tools; Travel Abroad;
Global Virtual Exchange; Collaborative Online International Learning (COIL); Management of IB education;
Management of educational markets; Competences for teaching IB; Future of IB education; Teaching
Sustainability; Education for Sustainability; DEIB and Teaching; IB and education.

Call for Teaching and Education Track at AIB 2023
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Matt Raskovic, Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand and Vice-Chair Digital
Communications for Asia Pacific, South Asia, Oceania and MENE regions, matt.raskovic@aut.ac.nz
Noemi Sinkovics, University of Glasgow, Adam Smith Business School, UK and WAIB Executive Board
Member, noemi.sikovics@glasgow.ac.uk
Bill Newburry, Florida International University, USA and Editor of AIB Insights, newburry@fiu.edu
Swati Nagar, Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand, swati.nagar@aut.ac.nz

AIB Oceania Chapter 2022 Teaching Café
“Building belonging through inclusive and authentic pedagogy”

For educators, particularly those teaching young adults and adolescents (Allen & Bowles, 2012),
belonging is a crucial teaching and education philosophy, exemplified by Adler’s (1939) theory of
belongingness. In a learning and teaching context, belonging has been found to drive self-worth,
motivation, self-efficacy, and higher agency (Goodenow, 1993). The proposed Teaching café conducted in
collaboration with the AIB Teaching & Education SIG, the AIB Diversity & Inclusion task force, and WAIB
will follow the informal and interactive format of teaching cafes run at past annual AIB conferences by the
AIB Teaching & Education SIG. Below is a general breakdown of the Café, which will include two
interactive exercises which can easily be implemented across various classroom settings and teaching
contexts (incl. online and hybrid learning). 

Workshop leaders:

More information on the AIB Oceania Chapter is available at https://oceania.aib.world/annual-
symposium/  

Participate in T&E SIG's events

Webinar
"Experiential Learning: Best Practices & Approaches"

November 11, 2022

The webinar features experienced educators who will discuss experiential learning projects they
use in their classrooms and best practices associated with experiential teaching and learning. 
The webinar will cover variety of experiential learning projects, including COIL, virtual study
abroad, virtual study abroad, and examples of in-class projects and experiences that enrich
learning of our students.

Presentation I. "Bring International Business to Life with Experiential Learning Projects"
Eileen Daspro: University of San Diego, USA. edaspro@sandiego.edu
Presentation II. "The Pacific Alliance COIL Project: a case of internationalization at home"
Karla Maria Nava-Aguire: Universidad de Monterrey (UDEM), Mexico. karla.nava@udem.edu
Presentation III. “Co-Operative Education – Lessons from a UG Capstone Course” Swati
Nagar: Auckland University of Technology, NZ, swati.nagar@aut.ac.nz
Presentation IV. “Virtual Study Abroad and COIL” Erica Kovacs: Indiana University – Kelley
School of Business, USA. epkovacs@iu.edu 

Moderator: Daria Panina: Texas A&M University, USA. dpanina@mays.tamu.edu

mailto:matt.raskovic@aut.ac.nz
mailto:noemi.sikovics@glasgow.ac.uk
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mailto:swati.nagar@aut.ac.nz
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June 9: Remaining Relevant in IB Education: Perspectives for an Impactful Academic Career through
Teaching and Research. Recording of the webinar is available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=UAw_LbvZXCo 
June 16: What does an International Business Educator need to know about the Blockchain?
Recording of the webinar is available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SYEj_j_uQI 

Joint GSU CIBER and AIB T&E SIG's webinars

AIB T&E SIG and the Georgia State University CIBER established a close and meaningful collaboration. 
Webinars organized jointly together with the GSU CIBER: 

Past events by T&E SIG's in 2022

 Events at AIB 2022

Fostering Diversity and Inclusion in IB Education
In AIB 2022, we discuss various ways in which we can foster Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) in
International Business (IB) education. We have gathered some resources, that would help IB educators
and higher education institutions in their way towards DEI.
Read more in: https://tesig.aib.world/fostering-diversity-and-inclusion-in-ib-education/ 

Teaching cafés
The following topics are discussed:
•Diversity and Inclusion in IB education
•Study abroad in post-COVID
•Futures Studies for Sustainability
Read more in: https://tesig.aib.world/wonderful-discussions-in-teaching-cafes-at-aib-2022-miami/

Using Digital Platforms to Facilitate Critical Thinking in IB Classroom - Pre-conference Pedagogy
Workshop
This year’s theme was to provide an overview of the variety of digital platforms that are available to AIB
members through the T&E SIG’s website (Digital Platforms database). 
Read more in: https://tesig.aib.world/digital-platforms-for-teaching-aib-te-sigs-pre-conference-
pedagogy-workshop-at-aib-2022-miami/ 

 AIB US-Northeast Chapter 2022 Teaching Café
“Diversity, Equation, and Inclusion”

AIB Teaching & Education SIG (T&E SIG) organized a Teaching Café at AIB US-NE 2022 Annual
Conference, held at American University, Washington, D.C. during 10/14-10/15. The teaching café
focused on DEI issues in IB education and invites IB educators to share their experiences and discuss
teaching practices, materials, and tools to enhance the inclusion of diverse topics/theories in IB courses
and supported the learning of students from diverse backgrounds. In particular, the café aimed to identify
the issues and challenges facing business schools to incorporate diversity, equity, and inclusion efforts for
their own faculty and leadership.
The session was chaired by J. Betty Feng (Farmingdale State College – SUNY). 
More information on the AIB Northeast Chapter is available at https://us-ne.aib.world/ 
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One of our strengths in the Academy of International
Business is our willingness to collaborate, share, and
build together. Connecting and sharing our best
practices as well as our teaching resources leap our IB
teaching forward. 

AIB Teaching & Education SIG is constantly looking for
resource contributions to enhance IB teaching within the
AIB community. IB syllabi, IB mini cases, IB insights, and
ideas for IB video capsules are always welcome. Please,
let us know if you want to send us your contributions, or
feel free to write to us if you have any questions related
to these IB teaching resources to the following emails:
cordova.miguel@pucp.edu.pe or tesig@aib.msu.edu

Teaching Cafés provide an opportunity to expand your
IB education skillset in an interactive setting. Each 75-
minute, in-person session focuses on a dedicated topic.
Examples of past topics include teaching sustainability,
travel abroad, global virtual exchange, and diversity and
inclusion in IB education, just to name a few.

Organized by the AIB Teaching & Education SIG, the
Teaching Cafés allow anyone interested in teaching
international business to gather to share ideas and
experiences. 

What challenges do you face? What resources do you
use? Learn from others and share your experiences
during these moderated, topical discussions. Please join
us for lively, interactive discussions with AIB colleagues
from around the world. It's a wonderful opportunity to
gain inspiration and network together to create
collaborative connections. 

Questions? Suggestions for a teaching topic we should
include in 2023? Interested in co-facilitating a teaching
cafe? Contact organizers Karen Lynden at
k_lynden@uncg.edu and Daria Panina at
dpanina@mays.tamu.edu

Contribute to the IB Community

mailto:cordova.miguel@pucp.edu.pe
mailto:tesig@aib.msu.edu
mailto:k_lynden@uncg.edu


Visit our website

https://tesig.aib.world/

Digital platforms database: https://tesig.aib.world/resources/digital-platforms-database/

Events, announcements, and many more: https://tesig.aib.world/category/news/

Insights: https://tesig.aib.world/insights-for-aib-educators/

Mini cases: https://tesig.aib.world/mini-cases-for-teaching-ib/

Video capsules: https://tesig.aib.world/short-video-capsules/

Get in touch with us: https://tesig.aib.world/contact-us/ & tesig@aib.msu.edu 

WE KEEP IN TOUCH!
 

Let's Connect
Follow us on social media

Twitter: AIB Teaching & Education SIG (@aib_sig)

LinkedIn: @ Academy of International Business (AIB) Teaching & Education SIG

Facebook: AIB Teaching & Education SIG
https://www.facebook.com/groups/975586063285615

https://tesig.aib.world/category/news/
https://tesig.aib.world/contact-us/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/975586063285615

